Uncertainty based assessment of dynamic freshwater scarcity in semi-arid watersheds of Alberta, Canada
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Abstract

Study region: Alberta, Canada.
Study focus: The security of freshwater supplies is a growing concern worldwide. Understanding dynamics of water supply and demand is the key for sustainable planning and management of watersheds. Here we analyzed the uncertainties in water supply of Alberta by building an agro-hydrological model, which accounts for major hydrological features, geo-spatial heterogeneity, and conflicts over water-food-energy resources. We examined the cumulative effects of natural features (e.g., potholes, glaciers, climate, soil, vegetation), anthropogenic factors (e.g., dams, irrigation, industrial development), environmental flow requirements (EFR), and calibration schemes on water scarcity in the dynamics of blue and green water resources, and groundwater recharge.

New hydrological insights for the region: Natural hydrologic features of the region create a unique hydrological system, which must be accurately represented in the model for reliable estimates of water supply at high spatial and temporal resolution. Accounting for EFR, increases the number of months of water scarcity and the population exposed. Severe blue water scarcity in spring and summer months was found to be due to irrigated agriculture, while in winter months it was mostly due to the demands of petroleum or other industries. We found over exploitation of the groundwater in southern subbasins and concluded that more detailed analysis on groundwater flow and connectivity is required. Our study provides a general and unified approach for similar analyses in other jurisdictions around the world.

© 2016 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).

1. Introduction

Understanding temporal and spatial dynamics of water scarcity is key for sustainability of freshwater supplies. Economic expansion, population growth, extended environmental concerns, and climate change are increasing surface water scarcity and depleting groundwater resources threatening the sustainability of the natural ecosystem and human activities (Beek
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et al., 2011; Doll, 2009; Famiglietti, 2014; Mwangi et al., 2016; Oki and Kanae, 2006). Global organizations and national governments have announced water stress as the largest global risk and the main reason for regional insecurity (Intelligence Community Assessment (ICA), 2012; World Economic Forum, 2015). To manage limited water resources, development plans have been shifted from a sector specific focus to a broader scale through integrated measures (UNEP, 2011). The studies on integrated water resources management have mostly been concerned with sustainability issues aiming to understand the balance between supply and demand components (AUCOMA et al., 2007; Richey et al., 2015). The water-food-energy nexus is considered as an emerging concept that advocates sustainable management of the water-food-energy system in concert with environmental protection (Vlotman and Ballard, 2014). Within the context of water and food sustainability, the majority of research studies have focused on understanding the role of a virtual water trade strategy and agricultural water management in alleviating groundwater and surface water scarcity at the global (Allan, 1997; Chapagain et al., 2006; Lenzen et al., 2013; Yang et al., 2006), regional (Zeitoun et al., 2010), and national (Faramarzi et al., 2010; Taloi et al., 2015) scales. To determine levels of sustainable water use, and to warrant balance between water supply and demand, it is critical to understand the spatial and temporal dynamics of water scarcity and the hydrologic system with its associated physical processes.

Water scarcity analysis is useful to understand the balance between water supply and water demand (Hoekstra et al., 2012) that helps to manage human interaction with natural systems. Different approaches have been developed to assess water stress worldwide. These are: i) the per-capita water availability indicator (Falkenmark et al., 1989), ii) the critical ratio indicator (AUCOMA et al., 2003), iii) the International Water Management Institute (IWMI) indicator (Seckler et al., 1998), and iv) the water poverty index (Sullivan et al., 2003). Given the widespread use of these indicators, their accuracy depends on the accuracy of the water supply and demand assessments. Here we refer to some shortcomings in the assessment of water supply and demand terms that has resulted in an inaccurate representation of the water scarcity in large-scale studies.

1.1. Water supply

Given that water is a dynamic and complex factor whose availability and variability of supply depends on both natural features and human factors (Richey et al., 2015), it is essential to utilize hydrological models as tools to systematically assess water availability and scarcity. Global hydrological models have been applied to simulate dynamic water resources at national, river basin, and recently at 0.5° grid resolutions (AUCOMA et al., 2003; Beek et al., 2011; Feketa and Vorosmarty 2002; Oki and Kanae 2006). They have also been used to estimate surface and groundwater scarcity at high spatial and monthly temporal resolution (e.g., Beek et al., 2011; Richey et al., 2015; Wada et al., 2011). Although most models provide critical information at the global scale, often they are prone to poor representation of the actual physical processes at the local level where most of the decisions around water management are being made. High-resolution global studies often suffer from data scarcity and model complexity when dealing with the model building, calibration, and validation processes (Clark et al., 2015; Nazemi and Wheater, 2015; Wheater and Gober, 2013). Above mentioned global models often are only calibrated and validated against long-term annual discharges; hence providing a poor temporal resolution. Often they are modified using a correction factor to offset the errors in the temporal and spatial patterns, resulting in an inconsistent water balance. The most sophisticated studies have been validated using time series data of a few hydrometric stations on outlets of large river basins. In addition, most of the large-scale studies use globally reconstructed climate data without qualifying their hydrological responses at a regional level. Overlooking these details, negatively affects simulation of the hydrological processes at a high grid resolution, thereby reducing reliability at the local level.

The regional and river basin studies on water scarcity analysis have utilized more locally representative data for hydrologic model setup and calibration (e.g., Gravelle et al., 2014; He and Hogue, 2012; Neverre et al., 2016). However, simulation of distributed physical processes are often simplified, and time-variant representation of the spatial patterns are compromised by ignoring an adequate calibration and validation of the models in studies of water supply and water scarcity at the regional level (Beck and Bernauer, 2011; Gain and Giupponi, 2015; Sušnik et al., 2012).

1.2. Water demand

Previous studies used national water withdrawal statistics that are often static values representing water use of an entire country (Vörösmarty et al., 2000). The main drawback with withdrawal statistics is their poor spatial and temporal resolution, as well as ignoring of the return flow to the hydrological system, which becomes available for use in downstream watersheds (Kijne et al., 2003). Disregarding such important characteristics results in overestimation of water scarcity. More recent global scale studies assumed agriculture as the major water consumer, and utilized water balance models to account for dynamic water use of agricultural crops. However, to validate their model results they averaged their grid based model outputs to the national scale data and compared this with the available national average statistics (Mekonnen and Hoekstra, 2010) resulting in a poor representation of the actual water use over time and space. In addition, for sustainable management of the watersheds, there is an increasing interest to assess EFR to ensure health of aquatic ecosystem and the river’s biodiversity (Vörösmarty et al., 2010). Recent studies used a simplistic approach and assumed 80% of total water availability for EFR, which does not change with river flow regime (Hoekstra et al., 2012). Limited studies used a monthly approach to account for river regime for the EFR to maintain various levels of habitat quality in the rivers (Liu et al., 2016; Tennant, 1976).
Alberta is a semi-arid province of western Canada. It is a province that encompasses many of the water security challenges faced worldwide. In Alberta, conflicts have already arisen in the context of water, food, energy, and environmental resources. Its economy depends on industries that rely heavily on sufficient and reliable quantities of good quality water. The province is globally recognized for its large petroleum production and agricultural exports. Allocation of 75% of the surface water withdrawal in northern basins of the province is devoted to oil and gas development, which has doubled since 2000 due to the expansion of production (Sauchyn et al., 2015). In addition, the province supplies large amounts of surface water for the production of diverse agricultural commodities and irrigated crops, which account for a large portion of agricultural exports from the country (See Fig. S1). Both have played an important role in the fast growing economy over the last few decades. While Alberta’s economy and the well-being of its residents depend strongly on water, periodic water scarcity and flooding events pose serious economic, social, and environmental consequences for many areas of the province (GOA-Government of Alberta, 2010).

Our goal is to use Alberta as a case study to systematically assess dynamic freshwater availability and scarcity with a subbasin spatial and monthly temporal resolution that will provide a solid foundation for further assessment of water supply-demand challenges in the province. Our intention is to examine how simplification in water supply models and water demand data result in an over- or under-estimation of water availability and scarcity at regional and watershed scales. We aim to explicitly assess blue and green water components. Blue water is the liquid water in rivers, reservoirs, and ground water that is used in the production of commodities and allotted to economic goods and services (e.g., irrigated agriculture). It has both opportunity cost and environmental impacts. The green water flow is the total water vapour returned to the atmosphere by plants, and green water storage is the soil moisture that is a source of water for rainfed agriculture and ecosystem services (Falkenmark and Rockstrom, 2006). The heterogeneous hydro-climatic conditions and diverse management practices, in combination with the scarcity of data (especially in the northern remote areas and western mountainous region), make Alberta a unique and challenging example for understanding its hydrological system. The hydro-climatic system of Alberta encompasses most of the important challenges in hydrological modeling pertaining to hydrological processes, natural and anthropogenic factors such as data issues, climate variability, glaciers, dams, reservoirs, lakes, and irrigated agriculture. To the best of our knowledge a high resolution and province-wide hydrological model has not been developed for Alberta. Most of the previous studies in Alberta have been conducted at a catchment (e.g., Marshall, 2014) or river basin (e.g., Islam and Gan, 2014) scale.

For this project, we used the “Soil and Water Assessment Tool” (SWAT) (Arnold et al., 1998) since the program inherently lends itself easily to climate and landuse change analyses. We chose this program because: i) it integrates many related physical processes including hydrology, climate, snow, nutrient, soil, sediment, crop, pesticide, surface depressions (pot-holes), and agricultural and water management; ii) it has been successfully applied both worldwide (Abbaspour et al., 2015; Faramarzi et al., 2013; Gassman et al., 2007, 2010; Schierhorn et al., 2014) and in Canada (Shrestha et al., 2012; Seldou et al., 2012; Amon-Arma et al., 2013; Rahbeh et al., 2013; Trion and Caya 2014; Fu et al., 2014), iii) calibration and uncertainty analysis of the processes have been performed, and the related tools have been developed and continuously updated (Abbaspour, 2011).

Limitations of SWAT mostly occur within mountainous areas where glacier and snow melt dominate the flow process, and in wetland regions where wetland hydrology dominates water movement. Similarly, limitation occurs in the non-spatial nature of hydrologic response units (HRU) within a subbasin, where the HRU is the smallest unit of SWAT water balance calculation, and in the areas of large water management activities where lack of data may inhibit proper characterization of the flow processes. Many of these issues, however, are currently being addressed and will be improved in the next version of SWAT.

In this research study we built two separate hydrological models of Alberta using SWAT to: (1) simulate detailed water supply processes including irrigated agriculture, and to calibrate and validate the model using monthly hydrometric data from 130 stations and irrigated wheat yields of 13 irrigated districts. In this scenario model (SM1) we provided prediction uncertainty in the assessment of water supply to address the errors related to heterogeneous hydro-climatic and geo-spatial conditions, diverse management practices, and scarce data in remote areas and mountainous regions; and (2) test the effects of process simplification and the single-outlet calibration scheme in accounting for water supply components. In this scenario model (SM2) we ignored simulation of irrigated agriculture, and calibrated the hydrological model using monthly discharges of the six outlets draining major watersheds in Alberta. Next, we compared the water scarcity indicators using the outputs of the two water supply models (SM1 and SM2), and water demand of various sectors with and without considering the EFR.

Finally, we determined the sources of monthly blue water scarcity and areas of groundwater stress in different river basins.

2. Material and methods

2.1. Study area

Alberta is a semi-arid western province of Canada that has an area of about 660,000 km². Its altitude varies from 3747 m above sea level (masl) in the Rocky Mountains on the west side of the province to 152 masl in the northern basins. With a dry continental climate, large-scale climate anomalies originating from Pacific Ocean, cause the air temperature drop to as low as −54 °C during the winter and rise as high as 40 °C during the summer (Lapp et al., 2013). Mean annual precipitation varies
The province has 17 river basins with most of them originating from the snow melt dominated and glaciered highlands of the Rocky Mountains (ABENV, 2008). The 17 river basins are delineated in Fig. 1, while the characteristics of each river basin can be found in Tables S1 and S2. Most of the southern river basins are snow melt dominated in their upstream highland areas and glacier melt plays a major role in supplying downstream water needs in late summer. With 6% of Alberta’s total water availability, the southern river basins (i.e., Bow, Oldman, and South Saskatchewan watersheds) provide nearly 57% of the irrigation water in Alberta. The landuse in the southern part of the province is primarily medium and large-scale agriculture; however, there is not enough rainfall and moisture to naturally sustain demands of agricultural crops in much of the region. As water scarcity is becoming a serious challenge in southern Alberta, actions are being taken to improve water conservation, efficiency of use, and productivity to meet water supply-demand constraints during periods of high water

Fig. 1. Map of the modeled area illustrating the main river basins: (a) 130 hydrometric stations, dams-reservoirs and the modeled subbasins. Out of 130 hydrometric stations the six outlets depicted with orange squares are the far most downstream outlets where streamflow data represent upstream processes; (b) PFRA- Prairie Farm Rehabilitation Association non-contributing areas and the GLIMS- Global Land Ice Measurement from Space glacial regions; (c) meteorological stations (MS); and (d) Climate Forecast System Reanalysis (CFSR) grid points.
shortage. More details on the spatial pattern of economic activities and water challenges in the study area are provided in Table S2. The northern river basins generally originate from melting of perennial snow accumulations and glacier ice in the Rocky Mountains. The river flow regime reaches its minimum in winter months and its maximum in late spring and early summer, when snow and glacial melt waters from the river’s head-waters combine with runoff from localized snow melt and rainfall throughout the basin. Most of the natural watersheds in the northern river basins are characterized by thick peat-rich soils with near-surface groundwater tables, which results in a significant amount of groundwater contributing to the river flows in the lowland areas (Eum et al., 2014). A large portion of the prairie landscape in the southern part of the province has a drainage network that is poorly developed resulting in many closed depressional areas referred to as “potholes” (Fig. 1b). This naturally undulating landscape influences the contribution of precipitation to streamflows as the depressions prohibit the direct drainage of surface runoff to the receiving stream. In southern Alberta, the landuse is primarily agricultural with thirteen organized irrigation districts. Substantial dams, diversion channels, off-stream reservoirs, and irrigation systems have been constructed to facilitate the provision of water for crop development in this region.

Overall, Alberta includes many of the water challenges identified worldwide. Modeling and understanding of the scientific and management challenges is critical not only for the sustainability of water supplies in Alberta, but also for addressing challenges of the dynamic, complex, and uncertain global water systems.

2.2. Water supply model scenarios: model setup, data, and calibration

SWAT2012 was used to simulate hydrological processes in Alberta. SWAT is a continuous-time and process-based hydrological model that solves hydrological water balance equation in the top soil layer (1–2 m). Various modules are incorporated into the model to simulate natural and anthropogenic processes in watersheds including: climate, snow, standing water bodies (e.g., potholes and reservoirs), crop growth and crop water consumption, as well as others. On-stream dams and reservoirs can be treated as reservoirs located on the main streams that receive water from all upstream catchments. A water balance equation is solved to initiate water impoundment (e.g., potholes), which is a function of total inflow (e.g., runoff entering from the upstream subbasins, rainfall, groundwater contribution) and total outflow from the water bodies (e.g., evaporation, seepage into the subsurface). More details about the model are provided by Neitsch et al. (2011).

Data required to build the SWAT hydrological model of Alberta for SM1 and SM2 scenarios were obtained from various sources. These included: (i) digital elevation model (DEM) from the Shuttle Radar Topography Mission, with a 90 m resolution (Jarvis et al., 2008); (ii) landuse–land cover map from the GeoBase Land Cover Product (http://www.geobase.ca/geobase/en/data/landcover/csc2000v/description.html), which has a resolution of 30 m and distinguishes 36 landuse classes for Canada and 23 classes for our study area; (iii) soil map from the Agriculture Agri-Food Canada, Soil Landscapes of Canada V3.2 (http://sis.agr.gc.ca/cansis/msdb/slc/index.html), which represents more than 90 soil classes for our study area; (iv) daily precipitation from 300 MS in Alberta (Fig. 1c) (http://climate.weather.gc.ca/); (v) daily minimum and maximum temperature, humidity, wind speed, and solar radiation from the National Centers for Environmental Prediction’s CFSR (Fig. 1d) (http://globalweather.tamu.edu), which provides climate data at 0.3° grid resolution; (vi) map of natural surface impoundments (potholes) from the PPRA – Agriculture Agri-food Canada (AAFC, see Table S3), which includes the share of pothole area within each subbasin (Fig. 1b); (vii) daily operation of 15 large reservoirs/dams from Alberta Environment and Parks (AEP, formerly Alberta Environment and Sustainable Resource Development, AESRD); (viii) map of glaciers from the GLIMS (http://www.glims.org/); and (ix) monthly river discharge data from Environment Canada (http://www.ec.gc.ca/rhc-wsc/) for about 130 hydrometric stations.

A threshold area of 200 km² was used to delineate the province into 2255 subbasins. This threshold size of basin was selected to maintain a balance between the resolution of the available data, research objectives and resolution at which the outputs are required for post processing, and a practical SWAT project size. Dominant soil, landuse, and slope were considered in each subbasin. The daily operations of 15 large reservoirs/dams were incorporated in the model to better represent the downstream hydrological processes. Details on the climate data (Fig. 1c–d) are provided in Table S3. With this specification, the SM2 scenario model was calibrated only at the outlets of the six major watersheds where monthly river discharge data were best available (Fig. 1a). In conjunction with monthly river discharges of 130 stations (Fig. 1a), county based annual yields of spring–wheat was calibrated in SM1 scenario model to provide more confidence in the simulated evapotranspiration. The SWAT model uses climate variables, crop and soil parameters, management factors including dates of planting and harvesting, and volume of fertilizer use to simulate crop growth. For the simulation of irrigated wheat yield, which is the dominant water-intensive crop in Alberta, we used the auto-fertilization and auto-irrigation options of SWAT in SM1. Because of limited data availability on the date and amount of fertilizer and irrigation applications in each county for the study period, we used the auto-fertilization and auto-irrigation options of SWAT. This assumes an overall good management practices by the farmers. The crop-specific fertilizer application and ratio of nutrients (N:P:K) in each county was obtained from GOA (2004), where information on the use of fertilizers under various cropping and soil-climate conditions throughout the province is available. The required potential heat unit (PHU) for wheat to reach maturity is around 2000–2400 growing degree days in Alberta. We estimated yearly fluctuations of the PHU based on available temperature data. Other information including seasonal wheat ET, and dates of planting and harvesting were obtained from various sources within the GOA including Alberta Agriculture and Forestry (AAF, Table S3). It is worth mentioning that estimated ET by AAF is based on a detailed sub-county scale analysis, where the Food and Agriculture Organization Penman–Montheith equation (FAO, 1998)
and locally derived crop coefficients are used. The ET data were not used as input to our model, but were used for verification of the simulated wheat ET in each county.

Potholes were activated in both scenario models (SM1 and SM2) using the PFRA map of non-contributing areas. Each subbasin with >10% non-contributing area was assigned a pothole. The most sensitive parameters were calibrated to represent spatial and temporal effects of the potholes on the downstream flow regime. Although the SWAT model is limited by the lumped parameterization of the spatial entities, and restricted in representing the hydrological connectivity and the ‘spill-fill’ processes (Evenson et al., 2015; Pomeroy et al., 2014), recent advancements in the model have dealt with some of these challenges making it a useful tool to represent geographically isolated wetlands and their relation to downstream hydrological behavior (Golden et al., 2014; Kiesel et al., 2010; Yang et al., 2010). To better handle snow and glacier melt, the glaciered subbasins were separated from non-glaciered subbasins and fine elevation bands were applied, where five snow parameters were adjusted for each band. With this level of parameterization the dynamics of snow/glacier melt were satisfactorily captured.

For calibration, validation, and uncertainty assessment the Sequential Uncertainty Fitting (SUFI-2) program (Abbaspour et al., 2004, 2007) was used. The program is linked to SWAT and provides the basis for parallel processing of multi-gauge calibration and large-scale parameterization schemes (Rouholahnejad et al., 2012). It also provides a platform for sensitivity and uncertainty analysis. We used the SUFI-2 program to calibrate and validate the model for the periods 1993–2007 and 1986–1992, respectively.

Based on an extensive SWAT literature review and authors’ judgment, a total of 31 parameters, integrally related to streamflow, potholes, and crop growth were initially selected for a sensitivity analysis and tested using “one-at-a-time” and “global” sensitivity methods of the SWAT-CUP package (Abbaspour, 2011) for the study area (see Table S5). In SWAT-CUP one-at-a-time sensitivity analysis is performed to come up with reasonable ranges for the parameters. This analysis shows the response of a variable (e.g., discharge) to different values of a parameter when all other parameters are kept constant. We used the global sensitivity analysis to screen parameters and to determine the most influential parameters. This is important because parameters represent processes and we thereby identified the important processes to better focus on in a given region identified by a measured outlet (Abbaspour et al., 2004, 2007; Abbaspour, 2011). The sensitivity analysis is performed at every observed outlet. In a second step, these parameters were further differentiated by soil and land use type to depict the spatial variation of the system (i.e., SCS curve number CN2 of agricultural areas was assigned differently from that of forested areas). The use of stepwise regression sensitivity analysis outlined by Abbaspour (2011); Faramarzi et al. (2009); and Song et al. (2015) resulted in 109 sensitive parameters. We refer to these as the ‘global’ parameters. In this method parameter sensitivities are determined by calculating the following multiple regression system, which regresses the Latin hypercube generated parameters against the objective function values derived by the following equation:

\[ g = \alpha + \sum_{i=1}^{m} \beta_i b_i \]  

where \( g \) is the goal function and \( b_i \) is the parameter. A \( t \)-test is then used to identify the relative significance of each parameter \( b_i \). The sensitivities given above are estimates of the average changes in the objective function resulting from changes in each parameter, while all others are changing. This gives relative sensitivities based on linear approximations and, hence, only provides partial information about the sensitivity of the objective function to model parameters. In this analysis, the larger the value of \( t \)-stat (in absolute value), and the smaller the \( p \)-value, the more sensitive the parameter. In this study we performed 1000 parameter set samples to investigate parameter sensitivity.

To differentiate between the SM1 and SM2 models, a regional parameterization approach was used in SM1 to further differentiate the 109 parameters in each of the 17 river basins separately (Fig. 1a). For example, the CN2 of forested areas in the upstream highlands were differentiated from those of downstream areas resulting in a better representation of spatial variability as compared to SM2, where the parameters were treated similarly all over the province. We again performed stepwise sensitivity analysis in the SM1, which resulted in a total of 1402 spatial parameters. Overall, more detailed differentiation of the spatial parameters in SM1, and a multi-gauge calibration scheme in this scenario model (e.g., 130 stations rather than six stations at the outlet of main river basins in SM1) allowed better representation of the hydro-climatic and spatial heterogeneity within each river basin. Similarly, the crop parameters were separately differentiated in SM1 and calibrated for each county, where crop yield data are available from Alberta Agricultural Financial Services Corporation (AFSC, Table S3).

In SUFI-2, parameter uncertainty is described by a multivariate uniform distribution in a parameter hypercube, while the output uncertainty is quantified by the 95% prediction uncertainty band (95PPU) calculated at the 2.5% and 97.5% levels of the cumulative distribution function of the output variables (Abbaspour et al., 2004, 2007). Latin hypercube sampling is used to draw independent parameter sets, which lead to the calculation of 95PPU for a given output variable. Parameter uncertainty here accounts for all sources of uncertainties, i.e., input uncertainty, structural uncertainty, as well as parameter uncertainty. The reason is that the calibration result, which is represented by the 95PPU, tries to capture “most” of the observed data. Observed data is the combination of all the inputs and processes in the system. Hence, if the model captures the observed data in the 95PPU, then all uncertainties are accounted for by the parameter ranges. It has to be mentioned that in the models where only a single variable is calibrated (e.g., streamflow) the estimated parameter uncertainties will not compensate adequately for the model structure uncertainty, when the model is used for prediction of conditions beyond
the calibration base (e.g., actual ET) (Faramarzi et al., 2009; Refsgaard et al., 2007). Two statistics quantify the goodness of fit and model output uncertainty. These are the $p$-factor, which is the percentage of measured data being bracketed by the 95PPU, and $r$-factor, which is the average thickness of the 95PPU band (Abbaspour et al., 2004, 2007). The $p$-factor has the highest value of 1, while the lowest value for $r$-factor is zero. For flow, Abbaspour et al. (2007) suggest a practical value of 0.6–0.8 for the $p$-factor and a value around 1 for the $r$-factor. In this definition, $(1-p$-factor) can be thought of as model error, or measured points not accounted for by the model. For the comparison of the measured and simulated monthly streamflow, the following efficiency criteria ($\Phi_1$) was calculated based on monthly streamflow data of hydrometric stations across each river basin (slightly modified Krause et al., 2005):

$$
\Phi_1 = \begin{cases} 
|b|R^2 & \text{for } |b| \leq 1 \\
|b|^{-1}R^2 & \text{for } |b| > 1
\end{cases}
$$

where $R^2$ is coefficient of determination, and $b$ is the slope of the regression line between measured and simulated streamflow. As $R^2$ only reflects the linearity of the two signals, including $b$ guarantees that runoff under- or over-predictions are also reflected. A major advantage of this efficiency criterion is that it ranges from 0 to 1, which compared to Nash-Sutcliff Efficiency ($NSE$) coefficient with a range of $-\infty$ to 1, ensures that in a multi-site calibration the objective function is not governed by a single, or a few, badly simulated stations. It should also be mentioned that although $bR^2$ alone is used as the objective function, we also examined ten other efficiency criteria plus a visual inspection of the performance of each discharge station (these options are available in SWAT-CUP). Mathematically, in Eq. (2), as $b$ becomes smaller than 1, the objective function value becomes larger than $R^2$ giving the impression of a better model performance. This, however, does not happen in practice as the discrepancy between observation and simulation would in this case be too large for that station to be considered for calibration. In such cases, the model must be re-examined as this would not be a calibration issue. In our work, we report the average $R^2$ and $NSE$ as additional information to evaluate the model performance.

For each river basin with multiple measuring stations, the objective function ($g$) was expressed as:

$$
g = \frac{1}{n} \sum_{i=1}^{n} \Phi_i
$$

where $n$ is the number of stations within each river basin. The objective function to calibrate crop yield was the Root Mean Squared Error (Eq. (4)), which was optimized initially before river discharges were calibrated.

$$
RMSE = \frac{1}{n} \sqrt{\sum_{i=1}^{n} (Y_{0,i} - Y_{s,i})^2}
$$

where $n$ is the number of years for which the observed yields are calibrated in each county, $Y_{0,i}$ is the observed yield, and $Y_{s,i}$ is the simulated yield. The crop yield was simulated at the subbasin level and further aggregated to the county scale in order to compare with the AFSC reported yields.

As noted previously, the model was calibrated and validated for the periods 1993–2007 and 1986–1992, respectively.

### 2.3 Water use

We estimated the level of water use in 2014 for municipalities, oil and gas, commerce, industry, and others (e.g., water management projects (WMP) for water conservation objectives) to analyze monthly water supply/demand concerns in the province. According to ABENV (2007), the water use of non-agricultural sectors is almost uniform during the year, whereas agriculture (mainly irrigated crops) requires water only during the growing season. Therefore, we used the monthly simulated water consumption of wheat (dominant water intensive crop) from this study and the monthly water consumption data of the other irrigated crops from AAF and ABENV (2007). Livestock water use was calculated as a product of per capita livestock water consumption and the population of livestock for each river basin. Municipal water use was calculated as a product of per capita water use and the population of each river basin. Total oil and gas water use includes oil sands in situ and surface mining production, and the gas/petrochemical plants. The water use for in situ and mining production (WUS, m$^3$) was calculated as follow:

$$
WUS = 0.159 \times (W/O) \times P
$$

where $W/O$ is the amount of water (in barrels) used to produce one barrel of oil; $P$ is total amount of oil produced every year (barrels); and 0.159 is a factor to convert a Canadian barrel to m$^3$. The $W/O$ ratio of each sub-sector was obtained from different sources (see Table 54). For the gas and petrochemical sector we used 20.6\% of what is used in the petroleum sector (ABENV, 2007).

To account for the water demand of environment sector, we used the subbasin-based hydrological data of calibrated SM1 to calculate EFR on a monthly basis. We used the approach recommended by Tennant (1976), for which a 30%–50%, 20%–40%, 10%–30% renewable water availability must be allocated to maintain excellent, good, and moderately degraded levels of habitat quality, respectively. The ranges in Tennant approach represent the monthly variation of the EFR.
Table 1
Calibration performance in different river basins. The averaged NSE and $R^2$ are based on the best performing parameters obtained through optimizing the goal function (i.e., $br^2$). The bold values present total number of parameters and average statistics in Alberta.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>River basin</th>
<th>Nr. of parameters</th>
<th>Nr. of calibrated stations</th>
<th>Nr. of iterations to calibrate</th>
<th>$p$-factor</th>
<th>$r$-factor</th>
<th>Objective function 'g'</th>
<th>Objective function 'g' post-calib.</th>
<th>NSE post-calib.</th>
<th>Nr. of stations with post-negative NSE calib.</th>
<th>$R^2$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Athabasca</td>
<td>230</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>1.10</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.47</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Battle</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>1.15</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beaver</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>1.51</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bow</td>
<td>124</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>−1.53</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hay</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>1.07</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Milk</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>1.38</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>−0.04</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North Sask.</td>
<td>158</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>1.35</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>−1.05</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oldman</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peace</td>
<td>151</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Sask.</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>0.57</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slave</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Red Deer</td>
<td>189</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>1.35</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Alberta</strong></td>
<td><strong>1300</strong></td>
<td><strong>130</strong></td>
<td><strong>3</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.63</strong></td>
<td><strong>1.04</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.28</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.48</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.03</strong></td>
<td><strong>31</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.58</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Irrigation districts</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>10 counties</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>1.49</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>0.25 (RMSE)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It must be pointed out that water demand of non-irrigated sectors was available at the river basin scale. Therefore, we aggregated other water demand data (e.g., irrigated crops and environment) from county/sub-basin into the river basin scale to harmonize them for the analysis of water scarcity in later sections.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Calibration, validation and uncertainty analysis

With the specifications provided for SM1 and SM2 models, we parallelized calibration of the models in a modern PC environment with 32 processors (CPUs) and within a Windows platform.

3.1.1. SM1 scenario model results

A multi-gauge and multi-objective calibration using crop yields and river discharges in SM1 ensured proper apportioning of precipitation and soil water into surface runoff, actual evapotranspiration, and groundwater recharge. This improved model performance as compared to pre-calibration model (Table 1, Fig. 2). Overall, 63% of the observed streamflow data were captured by the simulated 95PPU and the average $r$-factor was about 1.04 at the Alberta scale. While the average $br^2$ of the 130 stations was 0.48, it varied from 0.11 to 0.89 for individual stations (Fig. 2). The average negative NSE in the Bow, North Saskatchewan, and Milk river basins was due to degraded NSE values in 3, 3, and 1 head-water stations, respectively (Table 1). Model performance of the pre-calibration step (Fig. 2a) was considerably improved after calibration (Fig. 2b). Except for the head-water stations in mountainous regions, most of the observed data ($p$-factor > 40%) were bracketed by relatively small 95PPU values ($r$-factor < 1.38) (Fig. 2c–d).

It is important to mention that before calibration of the model, we built different SWAT models using various climate data to determine sources of error resulting in poor performance of mountainous stations. Climate data were obtained from MS, Climate Research Unit (CRU), Natural Resource Canada (NRCan), and CFSR sources (Faramarzi et al., 2015). In this pre-calibration exercise we found that in snow dominated regions temperature was the most influential parameter to the hydrology. We found MS precipitation and the CFSR temperature data best represented the trend and fluctuations of streamflow simulation (Fig. 3a–e) prior to calibration. This model, was selected as our base model (e.g., SM1) for further sensitivity and calibration analysis and the results were further improved after calibration (Fig. 2b–d, and Fig. 3f). We also found that partial accounting of SWAT for glaciers was another source of error resulting in poor performance in head-water stations, especially during late summer and early fall. However, by adding the elevation band and a detailed parameterization of snow parameters as well as using the monthly glacial contribution to streamflow from Marshall (2014), which were spatially distributed using the percent coverage of the glaciers obtained from the GLIMS map (Fig. 1b), we significantly improved the snow/glacier melt simulation in SWAT.

Potholes and lakes in the south-eastern portion of the province posed another difficulty for accurate simulation of streamflow in our initial (default) model run (Fig. 4a). We were able to simulate most of the processes through incorporating the map of potholes and calibrating the related geo-spatial parameters (Table S5). The objective of our large-scale study was to assess the hydrologic effects of the potholes on downstream hydrology in south-eastern river basins. Our simulation at the subbasin level did not explicitly represent the dynamic relationship between potholes within each subbasin, but rather represented aggregated effects of the potholes in each subbasin on hydrological behavior. We therefore calibrated parameters POT_FR, POT_VOLX, POT_VOL, SOL_K, SOL_AWC, GW_REVAP, and GWQMN (see Table S5) to simulate the hydrological water balance of the pothole-dominated subbasins. Overall, simulation of the potholes improved simulation of the processes
Fig. 2. Model performance of pre-calibration (a), and post-calibration (b) at 130 hydrometric stations; and calibration-uncertainty performances including the p-factor (c) and the r-factor (d). Provincial statistics (bR², R², and NSE) are provided in Fig. 2a-b legend for the evaluation of model improvement.

apportioning precipitation into surface runoff, evaporation, and infiltration. The net result was a considerable improvement in the simulation of related streamflows (Fig. 4a–b).

Natural lakes and man-made reservoirs are important features that introduce heterogeneity into land-surface parameterization and related hydrological processes. We therefore, incorporated and simulated the operation of 14 regulated dams (Fig. 1) and one natural lake in the Athabasca River Basin (i.e., Lesser Slave Lake), that have the largest influence on downstream flows. We found that correct simulation of dam/lake outflows is strongly connected to a proper simulation of the upstream catchments feeding these reservoirs.

In general, the calibration and validation performances were satisfactory for most of the river basins and stations (Fig. S2). We predicted uncertainty for different stations to map the errors related to climate, geo-spatial parameters, potholes, dams, glaciers, and (fossil) groundwater contribution where the data are not adequately represented and the process are simplified in the model (Fig. 4c,d). More uncertainty in the predictions partially implies poorer data quality and quantity.
For example, the lack of good quality climate data for northern remote areas adds more prediction uncertainty (e.g., Fig. 4d, larger r-factor).

Irrigated areas in southern watersheds posed another challenge in our large-scale hydrological model. As already mentioned, our objective was to achieve an accurate representation of the soil water balance in irrigated lands, and therefore the blue and green water components (Falkenmark and Rockstrom, 2006) in these regions. Calibration and validation of the model against irrigated wheat yield (Fig. 4e,f) ensured a proper apportioning of the soil water to crop ET and groundwater recharge. In the SWAT model, simulation of crop yield and crop ET are closely related to nutrients, climate, and soil moisture, among other factors. As we only calibrated crop yield, we compared the simulated crop ET against available data from AAF to increase confidence on simulated crop ET. As shown in Fig. 4g,h, most of the AAF data are bracketed within our simulated 95PPU. Similar to other output variables, the prediction uncertainty in irrigated wheat yield ensured an adequate representation of the errors related to model simplification, geo-spatial parameters, and other data affecting crop growth (Fig. 4e,f). It is imperative to note the importance of uncertainty analysis in a distributed model, as it highlights the areas of data gaps and model process limitations. Our findings clearly provide direction for future data collection and model development attempts.

### 3.1.2. SM2 scenario model results

As we mentioned previously, we built SM2 to study the effect of improper simplification of large-scale hydrological models (similar to that of high grid-resolution global models) on process representation at the subbasin spatial scale and monthly level. Similar to SM1, the SM2 model performed well in simulation of streamflow patterns in the main outlets (Table 2). With an average $bR^2$ value of 0.67–0.70, the $p$-factor and $r$-factor were satisfactory for all six stations under the two scenarios. However, the corresponding hydrological processes and water balance components in upstream catchments were significantly different under the two scenarios (see the results in the latter section).

### Table 2
Comparison of calibration performances of the two model scenarios in six main outlets. The bold values present average statistics of the study area.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>River basin</th>
<th>p-factor</th>
<th>r-factor</th>
<th>bR²</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SM1</td>
<td>SM2</td>
<td>SM1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peace-Slave</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>1.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hay</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>1.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Athabasca</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>1.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North Saskatchewan</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>1.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Red Deer</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>3.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Saskatchewan</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>1.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>1.80</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Fig. 4. Calibration, validation and uncertainty results: observed and simulated streamflow for a selected station in Battle River (drainage area of 2598 km$^2$) without pothole (a) and with pothole (b); observed and simulated discharges for two selected hydrometric stations in different river basins (c,d). The best simulation (red line) maximized the objective function and was used to narrow the uncertainty band in subsequent iterations (more examples are provided in Supplementary Fig. S2); observed and simulated (95PPU) annual wheat yield of Lethbridge county (e) and the average annual yields of different provinces (f); and the observed (AAF) and simulated (95PPU) of the monthly wheat ET (WET) in Lethbridge (g); and total ET in different counties (h) over the years 1986–2007.
The prediction km3, leaving available ABENV outputs parameter water the temporal and large temperature, Sounding Peace North Liard Lake Hay Great Battle Athabasca River 4.07 Modelled basin of precipitation to uncertainty, subbasins water calculate variability areas, which than our temperature, precipitation in maps and error, shown in crop broadleaf, and freshwater components. It is important to note that the reported uncertainty depicts temporal variability in climate as well as the model uncertainty resulting from model assumptions and simplifications, parameter uncertainty, and errors in model input data including climate, soil, landuse, etc. What is most striking is the large spatial variation in hydrological variables across the province. Overall, the western mountainous regions receive the largest amount of precipitation, while southern and eastern watersheds receive a smaller amount and experience higher temperatures. The spatial pattern of snowfall and snowmelt, which were simulated based on temperature, accumulation or shrinkage of snowpack, and sublimation, agreed well with the precipitation data.
It is noteworthy that the spatial variation of the SWAT simulated precipitation, temperature, and snowfall is similar to the ABENV (2007) reported data. This provides a stronger confidence to our simulation results, especially for the mountainous regions where snowfall is significant but does not immediately contribute to streamflow. Improved temperature and precipitation input through combination of multiple datasets, as well as snow related parameters in highland subbasins (e.g., Fig. 3), resulted in a more accurate representation of the snow hydrology in these regions. Of the 500–700 mm precipitation (Fig. 6a) in the western high altitudes, about 150–560 mm is renewable blue water resources (RBWR) (Fig. 6f). This water supplies most of the downstream subbasins in the south where the internal renewable blue water is meager and agriculture is intensively practiced. The annual coefficient of variation (CV) (Fig. 6g), represents the reliability of water resources and gives practical insights for water resource managers and decision makers concerned with long-term planning for various economic sectors. Larger green water flow occurs in agricultural lands and irrigated districts (Fig. 6h). This pattern corresponds well with the green water storage (Fig. 6i) where it drops to its minimum depth in the agricultural lands. This implies that the high evaporative demand of crops, due to higher temperatures, must be compensated by soil moisture and eventually irrigation. Overall, the green water component showed less spatial and temporal variation (Fig. S3) compared to the blue water component. Schuol et al. (2008) attributed this fact to a limited storage capacity of the soil.

The groundwater recharge (GWRCH) in SWAT is defined as the amount of water entering shallow (GW) and deep (DP) aquifers. SWAT allows this water to be further discharged into the rivers as return flow or moved to the root zone through capillary rise (i.e., evaporation) during times of high groundwater levels and large evaporative demands on a daily basis. The high GWRCH in central and northern watersheds (Fig. 6j) largely contributes to streamflow (i.e., base flow), soil evaporation, and plant water uptake. Therefore, only small amounts remain in shallow aquifers and will eventually end up in deeper aquifers allowing the formation of a more sustainable water resource (Fig. 6k). This renewable groundwater has quite a meager contribution to blue water resources as a whole (Fig. 6f) but may, if not exploited, represent a resource in the future.

It should be noted that groundwater is only calibrated indirectly in this study, as there were no groundwater recharge measurements at this level of detail for the province. However, to increase the confidence in model results we compared
3.2.2. SM2 scenario model results

Calibration of the SM2 model output only in the outlets of the six major river basins, a global parameterization scheme rather than regionally detailed representation, as well as the lack of process simulation of irrigated agriculture caused over- and under-estimation of the subbasin based water components throughout the watersheds. We show anomaly maps of the blue and green water components that were simulated using the SM1 and SM2 models (Fig. 8). The positive values show the percent over-estimation of the SM2 relative to SM1, while negative numbers show under-estimated values. Generally, in subbasins where SM2 over-estimated the blue water (e.g., southern half of the province and the north eastern subbasins), the green water components (e.g., actual ET and soil water storage) were under-estimated. Similar patterns are observed within the river basins. For example, three segments of change patterns are observed throughout the Athabasca River basin. The first segment in head-water subbasins show an under-estimation of blue water and over-estimation of green water components, while the second segment in the middle part of the river basin shows an opposite pattern with over-estimation of blue water and under-estimation of green water, followed by a different pattern in the downstream subbasins. The observed anomalies in these figures originate from an inadequate parameterization and calibration scheme in SM2. As mentioned before, in SM2, parameters were not regionalized based on land use and soil types. For example, the SCS curve number, CN2, of forested areas of upstream highlands were treated the same as those of downstream lowlands. In addition, they were not differentiated between river basins resulting in a loss of spatial variability in the model. This over-estimation in some subbasins and under-estimation in others caused the prediction errors to be completely offset throughout the river basin, and a similarly good calibration performance obtained only at the outlets (Table 2). Our results underscore the importance of building a locally representative model through a better parameterization scheme, and utilizing detailed local information (e.g., irrigated wheat) in water supply models. In addition, the results underline that a multi-gauge calibration, rather than only for main outlets, is key for an accurate accounting of water supply components. High resolution global models lack this level of resolution.

3.3. Implications of model results for water supply-demand concerns, regional economic activities, and global food security

Alberta has an export-oriented economy with the province’s GDP strongly connected to water. While, agriculture consumes 60–70% of Alberta’s water (ABENV, 2007), it only accounts for 1.5% of the provincial GDP (AARD– Alberta Agriculture Research Commission, 2008). In addition, Alberta is an important irrigation province, where the vast majority of the irrigated agriculture is located. Indeed, irrigation agriculture is over-represented in the model, which may cause over-estimation of blue water and under-estimation of green water components. Global models lack this representation, which may be the reason for the over-estimation of blue water and under-estimation of green water components in the SM2 model.
Rural Development, 2010). Conversely, the energy sector, which supports 23.4% of the GDP (GOA, 2015), uses less than 3% of the available water. This disparity in the water-food-energy nexus creates strains between economic prosperity through oil and gas development, and has socio-political implications for the agricultural sector. Moreover, the province, like many jurisdictions around the world, is increasingly experiencing pressures on water resources due to population growth, industrial development, and climate change induced spatial and temporal variability. Using the modeled water supply data of SM1 and estimated water demand of various sectors (Fig. 9a) we calculated a water scarcity index (WSI) using the widely used indicators defined by Alcamo et al. (2007), Raskin et al. (1997), and Rijsberman (2006) (Fig. 9b–k). The 95PPU of RBWR resulted in a range of uncertainty predictions in the WSI. As stated before, the range of uncertainty reported here includes temporal year-to-year variation in climate as well as uncertainty due to model, input, and parameters. The severity of water scarcity (different colors) in each month is based on the median of simulated RBWR. Using only the lower band 95PPU of RBWR would increase severity of the scarcity in each month, hence producing an erroneous picture of the reality. We found that the severe water scarcity in most of the spring and summer months was mainly due to irrigation practices in southern watersheds (i.e., Milk, Oldman, Bow). Conversely, in winter months, water scarcity was mostly due to water demand of WMP, municipal, and other industries (e.g., Battle River basin; See Fig. S4). This underscores that water demand in water-deficit months are supplied from fossil groundwater exploitation or through storage during water-surplus months and allocation in water-deficit months. It must be pointed out that, in our calculations, we did not consider the EFR and apportionment requirements of the downstream provinces. Further, we used our subbasin-based simulated water supply data, and accounted for the EFR using Tennant method for the moderate, good, and excellent habitat levels in main river basins. The resulting water scarcity levels showed an increase of about 11% to 100% with the maximum amount of 174%
occuring in August under the excellent habitat level at the provincial scale (Fig. 10a). However, the water scarcity indicator under various habitat levels varied across river basins (Fig. 10b). Under the excellent habitat level, where larger amounts of water are allocated to the environment, the Hay (with WSI of 0.6), Peace (with WSI of 2.5), Beaver (with WSI of 6.1), and Athabasca (with WSI of 13.1) river basins remained far below the 20% threshold level for the water scarcity. However, the severity of water scarcity increased in Oldman (from 87 to 174), Bow (from 79 to 158), Milk (from 74 to 149), Battle (from 48 to 69), and Red Deer (from 36 to 52) river basins, respectively, under the excellent habitat level. It is worth mentioning that requirement of ‘one-half’ of the annual natural river flow to the downstream provinces, and the release of 42.5 m$^3$ s$^{-1}$ during the minimum flow from Alberta to Saskatchewan will worsen the situation in southern river basins. Moreover, we aggregated subbasin-based data of SM1 and SM2 models to the river basin scale and investigated the effects of these two similarly good-performing models on WSI. We found that WSI was under-estimated in SM2 compared to SM1 (Fig. 10c). In addition, the range of WSI values in SM2 (e.g., the length of the box plots; Fig. 10c) was consistently smaller in all months compared to SM1, which was more evident during May to August. This implies a substantial under-estimation of WSI during spring and summer months. However, this under-estimation was different across river basins (Fig. 10d). The Battle, Milk, and Oldman river basins were exposed to the greatest under-estimation of about 65%, 84%, and 35%, respectively, compared to the SM1. Other river basins were either over-estimated (e.g., Bow) or slightly under-estimated. It has to be pointed out that although the watershed scale results showed a general under-estimation in the SM2 scenario, a finer scale estimation of WSI (e.g., subbasin) will result in a different pattern of over- or under-estimation within each river basin. Additionally, we used the county-based population data of the year 2011 from Statistics Canada (a total of 80 counties in the province), to account for the number of people facing water scarcity under different scenarios (Fig. 11). The results of SM1 showed that approximately 3.4 and 1.7 million people in Alberta live under condition of water scarcity (WS) at least one month and three months per year, respectively. The results showed that 3.2 and 0.22 million people experience severe water scarcity (SWS) at least one month and three months per year, respectively. However the SM2 simulated results showed less number of people experience both levels of water scarcity for at least one and three months of the year (Fig. 11, Table S6). Consideration of EFR to maintain river habitat at excellent, good, and moderately degraded levels showed larger number of people under condition of WS and SWS compared to SM1 where no EFR was considered (Fig. 11, Table S6). This implies the importance of EFR to prevent under-estimation of WSI at high spatial and temporal resolution, where decisions are made and management practices take place.

It is worth mentioning that, while agriculture is the largest water consumer with the least economic revenue per volume of water used or consumed, any decision to reduce agricultural production to invest in more profitable industries is likely to affect national and global food security (see Fig. S1). To avoid restricting water supply to the agricultural sector, alternative options are suggested through increasing agricultural outputs per unit of water consumed (more crop per drop) (Faramarzi et al., 2010b; Molden et al., 2003), expansion and management of green agriculture (Falkenmark and Rockstrom, 2006; Lambin et al., 2013), improving the yield gaps (Schiehorn et al., 2014), and demand management (Adamowicz et al., 2010). Our analysis establishes a sound base to assess these alternatives in future research phases where the dynamic interactions of the water–food–energy nexus will be examined.

As part of the blue water assessment, groundwater (GW) scarcity is now becoming the subject of many research studies. The GW sustainability, defined as the balance of withdrawals and replenishment over time (Alley, 2006), has been inves-
tigated under different assumptions and data resolution on withdrawal and availability. Recent advancements in satellite technology by NASA has allowed better representation of groundwater stresses at the global scale, as more accurate data on renewable and nonrenewable withdrawals are compiled (Beek et al., 2011; Doll, 2009; Richey et al., 2015; Wada et al., 2011). In Alberta, GW use varies by sector and location and has been intensified since 1950 (see Fig. 12a–c). Industry (oil and gas), agriculture, and municipalities are the largest consumers of GW accounting for 41%, 23%, and 19% of the total groundwater use, respectively. We used the grid-based water well density data for the year 2012, and GW use data provided by ABENV (2007); and aggregated them to the subbasin level. Groundwater use was calculated by means of gridded unlicensed water well density and licensed groundwater wells. Unlicensed well data were obtained from the Alberta Water Well Inventory Database (see, Table S4), and the active groundwater diversion licenses in the province were provided by AEP. Unlicensed groundwater use was estimated by assigning one household to each documented water well with AEP, assuming 2.6 people per household using an average annual volume of 76 m$^3$ per person. Daily water usage was estimated using the reported average for Albertans of 209 liters per person per day as cited by Environment Canada (see Table S4). We considered volumes of groundwater use within each density cell and then aggregated to subbasin level. Further, we divided the water use data by our simulated subbasin level recharge data (renewable GWRCH, Fig. 6k) to address the GW stress at the subbasin level (Fig. 12d). We found GW stress in most of the southern subbasins that are already exposed to some degree of blue water scarcity. It must be noted that GW systems are not static in actual conditions, and respond to the balance between supply (recharge), demand (use), and connectivity between aquifers (Best and Lowry, 2014). While our simulated recharge is based on a robust calibration-validation analysis, and most of surface hydrological features and dynamic-physical processes have been addressed in the 1–2 m soil layer; GW flow has not been explicitly simulated and sub-basin based GW water use has not been systematically involved in GW simulation process. Therefore, our results do not account for the GW connectivity that may alleviate scarcity in the short-term. In addition, we have simulated water consumption of irrigated wheat as the dominant and representative crop in our hydrological model. Meanwhile, water consumption of other crops and other sectors (e.g., municipal, industry, etc.) have not been systematically employed in the model to account for the temporal fluctuations. Overall, our results are an indication of the potential stress conditions in different subbasins where more detailed analysis and modeling efforts are required for representation of dynamic groundwater and surface water processes, as well as potential water scarcity.
4. Conclusions

This study contributes to the assessment of water scarcity and freshwater resources in a jurisdiction with heterogeneous watersheds, where conflicts over water resources have arisen between various sectors. Using the province of Alberta as a case study, we addressed cumulative effects of the natural features (e.g., climate, glaciers, potholes, soil, vegetation) and the anthropogenic factors (e.g., regulation through dams, irrigated agriculture, industrial development) on catchment hydrological responses and the dynamics of blue and green water resources at the subbasin level, where water scarcity is quantified. We addressed the most important challenges with respect to hydrological model building, calibration, and uncertainty assessment in various river basins of Alberta where hydro-climatic, data quantity and quality, and management conditions are diverse; and the dynamical processes are not simulated explicitly in the model (e.g., glacier, GW base flow, and pothole effects on drainage). We found that temperature was the most sensitive factor altering hydrological processes in the western snow-dominated areas. Nevertheless, geo-spatial parameters were also sensitive to streamflow simulation in lowland regions of these river basins. Glacier runoff contribution and snow parameters had a large influence on streamflow simulations of the head-water areas in most of the river basins. The anthropogenic changes on river systems (e.g., regulation through dams) as well as climate and other factors had significant impacts on the flow regime of southern river basins. Many small to large lakes and potholes of the eastern watersheds in southern part of the province had a considerable impact on the hydrological simulations. We improved our over-estimated streamflow simulation through inclusion of potholes and calibration of related processes in the model. Overall, we found that disregarding major hydrological features resulted in inadequate calibration and validation of the model. Without adequate representation of the processes, parameters would erroneously be fitted resulting in misleading assessment of water scarcity and overall water resources. We also quantified uncertainty in predicted water supply components and highlighted the importance of uncertainty analysis in a distributed model, as it underscores the areas of data gaps and model process limitations.

We applied the calibrated-validated model to simulate freshwater availability. Using the modeled water supply and estimated water demand of various sectors, we computed monthly blue water scarcity of different river basins. We found that severe water scarcity in most of the summer months was mainly due to irrigation practices in southern watersheds, whereas in winter months was mostly due to water demand of WMP, oil and gas, and other industries. In addition, we found that water demand data are critical in the analysis of water scarcity. The use of sector-based detailed and local data rather than national or regional average statistics, as well as assessment of EFR, results in a more accurate accounting of water scarcity.

Finally, we used the simulated renewable recharge data to account for the share of groundwater use in the province. We found higher use of the groundwater in southern subbasins resulting in increased stress based on the assessment completed. Although the groundwater flow and connectivity, and hence the dynamic response of the groundwater to withdrawals and use, have not been simulated in our large scale SWAT study, we highlighted subbasins where more detailed analysis on the dynamic relationship between surface water, groundwater recharge and flow, and groundwater use would be required.

Overall, our analyses and associated results of the SWAT model established a sound base for long-term management and planning of water resources at a provincial scale, where the dynamics of the water, food, and energy system will be examined next in greater detail.
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